INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW
In this module, students will build upon their knowledge of regional agricultural trends to explore the
impact that changes in technology had on everyday life, ranging from the use of simple hand tools to the
introduction and use of gasoline-powered agricultural tools.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION
How have advances in technology and transportation affected the nature of farming in NY? Consider the
environmental, social, and economic impacts that technological advances have had upon farming (pros
and cons).

NEW YORK STATE STANDARDS
Social Studies Standards
Standard 1 - Elementary: History of the United States and New York #3
Study about the major social, political, economic, cultural, and religious developments in New York
Sate and United States history involves learning about the important roles and contributions of
individuals and groups.
Standard 4: Elementary: Economics #1
The study of economics requires an understanding of major economic concepts and systems, the
principles of economic decision making, and the interdependence of economics and economic
systems throughout the world

Math, Science, Technology Standards
Standard 1: Analysis, Inquiry and Design: Elementary: Scientific Inquiry: #1
The central purpose of scientific inquiry is to develop explanations of natural phenomena in a
continuing, creative process.
Standard 1: Analysis, Inquiry and Design: Elementary: Engineering Design: #1
Engineering design is an iterative process involving modeling and optimization finding the best
solution within given constraints which is used to develop technological solutions to problems
within given constraints.
Standard 4: Science: Elementary: The Living Environment: #1
Living things are both similar to and different from each other and nonliving things.
Standard 4: Science: Elementary: The Living Environment: #2

Organisms inherit genetic information in a variety of ways that result in continuity of structure and
function between parents and offspring.
Standard 4: Science: Elementary: The Living Environment: #3
Individual organisms and species change over time.
Standard 4: Science: Elementary: The Living Environment: #7
Human decisions and activities have had a profound impact on the physical and living environment.
Standard 5: Technology: Elementary: Tools, Resources and Technological Processes: #2
Technological tools, materials, and other resources should be selected on the basis of safety, cost,
availability, appropriateness, and environmental impact; technological processes change energy,
information, and material resources into more useful forms.
Standard 5: Technology: Elementary: History and Evolution of Technology: #5
Technology has been the driving force in the evolution of society from an agricultural to an
industrial to an information base.
Standard 5: Technology: Elementary: Impacts of Technology: #6
Technology can have positive and negative impacts on individuals, society, and the environment
and humans have the capability and responsibility to constrain or promote technological
development.

DESIRED OUTCOMES/INDICATORS OF SUCCESS
Students will:
•
•
•
•
•

use oral and written histories and other local resources to learn about their region
examine how advances in farming technology and transportation have effected the farm
develop an understanding of plant anatomy and adaptations using plants grown in and harvested
from your school garden and discuss what parts of the plants have had large social, economic and
cultural impacts
learn how to plant and maintain a garden
develop an understanding of the importance of plant breeding to present day agricultural
production.

STUDENT INQUIRIES
Students will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

interpret documents, combine facts and observations, and conduct interviews to define the social
and economic impact of technological advances in farming.
examine photographs, artifacts, historical literature and newspaper archives to investigate the
transition of farming methods
investigate how the cycle of seasons on farms was impacted by changes in technology and
transportation
design and implement kitchen gardens that represent the farming techniques, and the types of
vegetables, herbs, and flowers used in each time period
Discover what grows where and determine origin. (There are often big differences between nativity
(crop origin) and current areas of production.)
Plant and maintain their school farm project.
Compare the efficiency of different types of garden tools.
Categorize the advances impacting agricultural production.
Learn about basic plant genetics including plant breeding and the Green Revolution.
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RESOURCES
Books:
Gifford, Amy. Steps to a Bountiful Kids’ Garden by the National Gardening Association. South
Burlington, VT: National Gardening Association, 2001.
Wilkes, Angela. A Farm Through Time. New York, NY: DK Publishing Inc., 2001.
Websites:
ARS TimeLine- a timeline of American agricultural history
http://www.ars.usda.gov/is/timeline/index.htm
Coming Up on the Season - Web site from Cornell University spotlighting the history and issues of
farm laborers
http://www.farmworkers.cornell.edu/
Cornell Cooperative Extension Entomology Department- fact sheets to help you diagnose common
insect problems http://www.entomology.cornell.edu/Extension/DiagnosticLab/IDLFS/index.html
Cornell Cooperative Extension: Gardening Fact sheets - fact sheets for common garden plants
http://www.explore.cornell.edu/scene.cfm?scene=Home%20Gardening
Cornell Cooperative Extension: Home Gardening Website – a collection of gardening basics
http://www.explore.cornell.edu/scene.cfm?scene=home%20gardening
Cornell Cooperative Extension: Local Offices- a local resource for agricultural information
http://www.cce.cornell.edu/countyMap.php
Cornell Cooperative Extension: Plant Health Care for Landscapes and Gardens at Home and in the
Community - methods for ensuring healthy garden plants
http://counties.cce.cornell.edu/Suffolk/grownet/ipm/plantcare.htm
Cornell Plant Disease Diagnostic Clinic- web resources to help you identify common disease
problems
http://plantclinic.cornell.edu/
Herbal Recipes – contains several recipes to make with garden herbs
www.nashville.k12.tn.us/CurriculumAwards/colonists/herbrecipes.html
A History of American Agriculture: Farm Machinery & Technology – Agriculture in the Classroom
Website
http://www.agclassroom.org/gan/timeline/farm_tech.htm
A History of American Agriculture: Transportation - Agriculture in the Classroom Website
http://www.agclassroom.org/gan/timeline/transportation.htm
Herbs throughout History: Creating Herb Gardens
http://www.kidsgardening.com/growingideas/projects/may04/pg1.html
Margaret Beek’s Elementary School Gardening Project – lesson plans for a fourth grade herb
garden activity
www.hort.vt.edu/faculty/relf/4984/Mbelem.html
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“Not by Bread Alone” America’s Culinary Heritage, a Division of Rare and Manuscript Collection,
Cornell University – historic information on American kitchen technology and food processing and
manufacture
http://rmc.library.cornell.edu/food/default.htm
National Gardening Association Home Gardening Website - a collection of garden articles and
resources
http://www.garden.org.
USDA’s Census of Agriculture:
http://www.nass.usda.gov/census/census02/volume1/us/index1.htm- the most up to date
agricultural survey data.

Procedure
ACTIVITY #1: TRACE THE EVOLUTION OF A FARMING METHOD BY STUDYING THE
TRANSITION FROM HAND TOOLS TO ANIMAL POWERED TOOLS TO MECHANIZED
EQUIPMENT.
Historically, the Haudenosaunee practiced mound planting, wherein they created mounds of soil about
three feet round, in which were planted the Three Sisters: corn, beans and squash. This method of
companion planting is still used today. Generally the Haudenosaunee did not use domestic animals to
assist in crop growing. They used hand tools such as hoes and spades made of stone, wood and bone.
European settlers in New York applied their traditional farming methods, using both human and animal
powered tools to prepare the land, plant and harvest their crops. The Dutch, and later the English, grew
wheat and other grains, grasses, garden produce, and fruits. Both the Dutch and the English learned
techniques for growing maize and pumpkins from the Native Americans. These farmers endured back
breaking work which required a whole community of laborers to complete. Throughout the nineteenth
century hundreds of new labor saving tools were invented. These animal-powered implements facilitated
plowing, tilling, cultivating and harvesting.
By the late-nineteenth century, a new source of power had emerged - the steam engine. Steam-powered
agricultural equipment reduced the manpower necessary to farm the land but was very large and too
expensive for many farmers to own.
Steam-powered machinery gave rise to the first gasoline traction engines at the turn of the twentieth
century. The title gasoline-traction engine was soon replaced by the term “tractor”. By the mid-twentieth
century, farmers had almost completely given up using animal-powered machinery and adopted the use of
gasoline-powered machinery. The tractor made farming more efficient by requiring fewer laborers to plant
and harvest larger tracks of land.
•
•

Review excerpts from Dairy Farming: A Growing Industry, a Yorkers document-based question
activity. Have the students view the images and answer the accompanying questions. Use a tchart to contrast early dairy farming with late nineteenth century methods.
Students will search the Primary Sources database to find images and historic advertisements for
farm equipment from the collections of The Farmers’ Museum and the New York State Historical
Association. Using the agricultural implements worksheet have the students find an example of a
hand-powered tool, an animal-powered tool and a steam or gasoline-powered machine for each
category. Create a visual timeline tracing the technological change of farming implements.
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ACTIVITY #2 CYCLE OF SEASONS – IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON SEASONAL FOODS
Traditionally, farm families lived seasonally with their lives and chores being dictated by the cycle of
seasons. The food they ate was also greatly affected by seasonal availability. Fresh food was not available
during the winter, so to avoid starvation farmers would preserve food when it was in abundance. Before
refrigeration, families used a variety of different means to preserve food. These methods included
canning, cheese-making, churning, drying, preserving, pickling, smoke curing, and salt curing.
•

Food calendar activity – using the charts Seasonality of Fruits and Seasonality of Vegetables in New
York compare and contrast the items available at various times of the year
Have students bring in the flyers from your local grocery stores – or search for them on the store’s
website. Answer the questions on the Food Calendar worksheet.
Questions for discussion: Why is it that we can get apples (harvested in fall) and oranges
(harvested in another region of the country) all year round, but we can’t usually get watermelon
and raspberries as dependably?

•

Preserving the Harvest: Dry it Out!
Try your had at preserving the harvest, students will investigate how seasonally grown items were
preserved through the winter.
Question for discussion: What developments gave rise to the more universal availability of
produce year round? (Discuss improvements in refrigeration)

ACTIVITY #3 FROM FARM TO MARKET - EFFECTS OF TRANSPORTATION
DEVELOPMENTS ON NY’S FARMS
The first half of the nineteenth century marked an incredible transformation in transportation in New York
State. These developments in transportation had a significant impact on New York’s farmers. At the turn
of the century farmers transported their goods to market in wagons and carts drawn by horses and oxen
along dirt roadways. Shortly after 1807, steamboats began operation on the Hudson River transporting
goods from Albany to New York City. Sailboats required four days to travel from Albany to New York City.
Steamboats cut the transportation time by one-third, making the trip in only 32 hours.
Unfortunately, farmers headed to the eastern markets from the western part of the state still had to rely
upon roads, which turned to mud in bad weather. This changed in 1825 with the opening of the Erie
Canal. The canal opened a route for farmers in western New York to send their products to the eastern
markets. In return they could buy manufactured goods from the east. Sending goods on canal barges was
much cheaper and quicker than transporting goods in wagons. Before the canal, it cost $100 and took 20
days to transport 1 ton of goods from Buffalo to New York City. With the opening of the canal, that same
ton of freight could travel from Buffalo to Albany and then down the Hudson River to New York City in 6
days at a cost between $5-10.
Railroads rounded out the nineteenth-century transportation boom. By the 1840’s trains were transporting
goods across New York State in half the time of canal boat travel. In addition, trains could travel in the
winter when the canal waters were frozen.
Today, studies estimate that the average distance from field to market is 1,500 miles.
•

Farmers relied upon three main forms of transportation to get their goods to market. Students will
review documents for land (wagon), canal, and railroad freight transport and answer the
accompanying questions.
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Questions for discussion:
o How did advances in transportation such as the Erie Canal, and the advent of steam ships
and railroads, impact farmers? Consider the costs to the farmer and customer which
occurred with expanded distribution and increased availability of crops in the market.
o Looking at the canal Rates of Toll 1875, do you think that they were shipping wheat and
flour to or from the west?

GARDEN ACTIVITIES
Modules 1 and 2 provided information on planning your garden, Module 3 focuses on the fun part --PLANTING the garden! It also includes basic information on plant care and links to additional resources to
help with your gardening adventure.
Installing Your Garden – Outdoor Gardens: The first step to installing your outdoor garden is
preparing the soil. If you are constructing a raised bed, this is an easy step because you will build the bed
and then fill it with the chosen soil. If you are installing an in-ground garden, you will need to remove
existing plants and weeds and then till the ground to loosen the soil. Tilling is a process of turning the soil
so it is easier to dig in and easier for plants to establish their roots. This process is also called cultivation.
You can till the soil using shovels, hoes, pitchforks and rakes or by using a tiller. Activity #1 will discuss
this process further. You never want to till or work with very wet or very dry soil. Working with very dry
soil is back breaking and creates dusty conditions. Tilling wet soil is bad for the soil structure. As we
mentioned in Module 1, soil needs pore space filled with a mixture of air and water. If you till extremely
wet soil, the particles will be heavy and the soil will compact and lose the essential air pores. For more
information on preparing your soil, check out Soil Basics from Cornell Cooperative Extension:
http://counties.cce.cornell.edu/Washington/Ag/NewFarmer/Course/Materials/Hort/Soils.htm.
Once your soil is ready, you will follow the crop planting instructions you researched for your growing
schedule in Module 2 Activity #3. Like tilling, you do not want to plant in excessively dry or wet soil. If
your soil is dry, gently water it the day before you plan to plant. Avoid planting in overly wet soil because
it will be very messy and movement in the beds will cause compaction.
After you plant your seeds or transplants, you need to water them in with a gentle water spray. It is
important to use a gentle water spray to avoid seed movement. If your spray is too forceful, you may find
all your seeds sprouting in one section of the garden because they moved with the flow of the water
(especially small seeds like lettuce).
Installing Your Garden - Indoor Gardens: If you are creating a windowsill garden, your main
installation concern is to protect the windowsill or table from water damage. Place your pots in individual
plant saucers or in a large plastic tray to catch drainage.
If you are installing prefabricated grow lights, use the directions included with the materials. If you are
creating your own grow lights, you can find directions in the “GrowLab®: A Complete Guide to
Gardening in the Classroom.” Make sure to follow all safety precautions and if possible, see if your school
district has an electrician to review your construction.
Once you prepare your indoor gardening spot, you will plant your seeds or plants based on the
instructions researched in Module 2 Activity #3.
Maintaining your Garden: To maintain a healthy garden, you need to monitor your plants closely and
provide for their needs. Some of the basic maintenance activities will include:
Watering: Water is a basic need for all plants, but the amount needed varies by plant and environmental
conditions. Under normal conditions, plants require about 1 inch of water or rain per week. You want the
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soil around your plant to be moist, but not too wet. Feeling the soil is one of the best indicators of when it
is time to water. To check if your garden needs water, poke a finger 1 inch down in the soil and water if
the soil is dry. Apply water at the base of the plant rather than on the leaves to decrease the possibility
of disease. Water in the early morning, in the late afternoon, at night, or on cloudy days to cut potential
losses by evaporation. The best time is in the morning so that plants can dry off quickly.
The plant will also give you signals by wilting. If you check the soil around a wilted plant and find it is
already wet, it means that the plant might have root problems, a possible sign of disease or sometimes
this happens to new transplants as they adjust to their location. Only water when the soil is dry and
monitor the plant for a couple of days. If the plant still looks wilted in wet soil after having time for its
root system to adjust, you may have disease problems so remove the plant and the soil around it to
prevent possible disease spread.
Thinning: Many times you plant more seeds than can grow to maturity in your space. Once the seeds
germinate, you need to ‘thin’ your crop by removing some of the seedlings growing too close to each
other. Although it is never easy to remove plants, if you leave too many plants in a small space they will
compete for resources and will not be able to grow to their full potential.
Weeding: Weeds are plants growing in the wrong place. You want to remove all unintentional plants
because they will compete for space, light and water with your crops (and many times weeds will win
because they are so hardy). Pull weeds by hand or remove them by hoeing or cultivating around your
plants, staying far enough away to prevent damaging your plants or their roots. With either approach,
make sure the roots of the weed are completely removed.
Fertilizing: Depending on the soil results you obtained in the soil activity in Module 1, you may need to
provide additional nutrients for your plants. Let your soil test results and the plant needs be your guide.
Nutrients may be added by applications of compost, organic fertilizers like fish emulsion or by synthetic
fertilizers like slow release pellets. You may think if a little bit of fertilizer will help your plant grow, a lot of
fertilizer would result in an even better harvest. However, the phrase ‘the more the better’ is not
applicable to fertilization. Excessive fertilizer can contribute to disease problems and lead to run off of the
extra nutrients (polluting local streams and rivers).
Mulching: Outdoor gardens benefit from the addition of two to three inches of mulch added to the soil.
The mulch helps to slow water loss from evaporation, moderate soil temperatures, decrease soil erosion
and decrease the spread of soil-borne diseases. There a number of different materials you can use as
mulch including shredded wood, straw, plastic and newspaper. For more information about mulches,
check out the Cornell Cooperative Extension article: ”The types and Uses of Mulch in the Landscape”
available at: http://www.cce.cornell.edu/suffolk/grownet/organic/mulches.htm.
Monitoring for Pest Problems: Insect and disease problems are easiest to fix if caught early. Monitor
your plants regularly for common plant insects like aphids and scale (small sucking insects damaging
leaves and stems). If you find them when their numbers are small, you can keep their damage under
control with a high pressure water spray or by manually removing them. If they become a larger
problem, you may try a soapy water spray (1 tablespoon of dishwashing detergent per 1 gallon of water).
Also look out for leaf spots, signs of fungal and bacterial diseases. Remove suspect leaves and throw
them away (do not place in a compost pile). Close observation of your plants should prevent problems
from escalating. You want to avoid pesticide use because of your setting and how closely the children work
in the garden.
When you encounter insect and disease problems, you will first need to identify the culprits. Cornell
Cooperative Extension provides a list of insect fact sheets at:
http://www.entomology.cornell.edu/Extension/DiagnosticLab/IDLFS/index.html and the Cornell Plant
Disease Diagnostic Clinic provides disease fact sheets at: http://plantclinic.cornell.edu/. They both also
provide additional diagnostic services for unknown pests.
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Here is a chart describing some common garden pests from the book Steps to a Bountiful Kids’ Garden by
the National Gardening Association:

Name

Identifying Common Garden Pests
Cutworms Flea
Japanese Striped
Beetles
Beetles
Cucumber
Beetles
1/16” –
1/2"-2”
1/16”3/8”
Adults:
1/8”
1/3”
1/4"
Larvae:
1/3”
Cabbage,
Cole
Any crop
Various
Vine crops,
cucumbers, crops,
crops
such as
melons,
tomatoes,
cucumbers,
peas,
beans,
squash,
potatoes,
peppers
melons,
tomatoes
pumpkins,
peas,
beans, and
corn
Tiny green, Fat gray,
These
The
Adults are
yellow, or
pests are larvae
black, or
yellow with
black
hard to
brown
are grubs three black
insects
see, tiny, that live
worms
stripes on
that suck
active
that curl
in the
wings.
plant
insects
up when
soil. The
Larvae are
juices,
disturbed. that
metallic
slender
They cut
causing
lunch on
green
and white
off young your
withering
adults
with brown
and loss of plants in
foliage
emerge
at both
spring
vigor.
and leave in early
ends.
just
Aphids
tiny
summer
They eat
under or
spread
holes.
and
their way
above the Their
plant
devour a
down the
soil
diseases
activities
variety of plants’
surface.
and
are
foliage
stems
viruses.
especially and ripe
doing
harmful
fruit.
much
to young
damage.
plants.
Aphids

Size

Favorite
Vegetables

What to
Look for

Tomato
Hornworms
3”-4”

Tomatoes,
potatoes,
eggplant,
peppers

The larvae
of the hawk
moth, these
large green
worms feed
greedily on
foliage and
fruits. They
have white
bands along
each side
and a horn
at the tail
end of their
bodies.
Look for
droppings
under plants
to locate
these wellcamouflaged
pests.

Summary
This information provides you with the basic maintenance techniques, but as you garden, you and your
students may develop additional questions related to plant care. Use these sources for additional growing
advice:
Cornell Cooperative Extension
Home Gardening Website
http://www.explore.cornell.edu/scene.cfm?scene=home%20gardening
Gardening Fact sheets
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http://www.explore.cornell.edu/scene.cfm?scene=Home%20Gardening
Plant Health Care for Landscapes and Gardens at Home and in the Community
http://counties.cce.cornell.edu/Suffolk/grownet/ipm/plantcare.htm
or contact your local Cornell Cooperative Extension Office
http://www.cce.cornell.edu/countyMap.php
National Gardening Association Home Gardening Website
http://www.garden.org

GARDEN ACTIVITY #1: GARDENING EQUIPMENT
The introduction of new equipment is an important aspect of farming history. The invention of new tools
and machines to decrease the work load of farmers, both in time and intensity, has made a significant
impact on the agricultural industry.
How did farmers learn about the latest in farm equipment? Word of mouth was a powerful source for
information as farmers would congregate at feed stores and auction houses. They would also learn about
new equipment from traveling salesman, catalogs, newspapers and magazines. County fairs were also
important in the spread of information about new technology. Since the early 1800’s county fairs were
used to showcase and exhibit farm equipment and crops. According to the International Association of
Fairs and expositions, American fairs through the years supported “the systematic development of
agriculture and animal husbandry while offering education, local resource and local industry promotion
and entertainment” (for more information check out the International Association of Fairs and Expositions
Web site at: http://www.fairsandexpos.com/about/historyfairs.aspx). All of these sources are still important
ways for farmers to learn about new equipment. There has also been a growth in professional society
conferences, trade shows and organized short courses for farmers. Additionally, the Internet has become
an important source of information for the farming community.
To demonstrate the benefits of modern agricultural equipment, use a variety of tools for implementing and
maintaining your garden. Two activities providing excellent demonstration opportunities are preparing
your soil and watering your garden.
Preparing Your Soil: Cultivation of your soil can be accomplished manually through the use of shovels,
pitchforks, hoes and rakes (tools used for thousands of years) or through the use of a tiller (engine
powered tillers were first produced in the 1920’s).
Tillers are like small plows with blades powered by gas or electric engines that work to loosen and turn the
soil. They are available in many different sizes.
To demonstrate the difference between traditional hand tools and more advanced power tools, till a set
area of your garden using a tiller and the same sized area in your garden using shovels, pitchforks, hoes
and/or rakes. Use the Soil Preparation Comparison Chart to collect data and then discuss your results as
a class. Ask students to write a short paper on the results drawing conclusions about the efficiency and
effectiveness of the tools.
If you are not installing an in-ground garden, look for local garden volunteers or local landscapers who
may be able to create a demonstration for you at your school, on a job site or at a local community or
display garden.
Watering Your Garden: Since installing the first cultivated plots of land, gardeners and farmers have
devised ways to provide water to their plants. Traditionally water was transported in pots or animal skin
bags. The first water hose appeared around 400 BCE made of ox gut. During the 1600’s, people began to
make hoses from leather and then switched to rubber in the 1800’s. Most of our hoses today are made of
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plastic. Through the years, techniques and supplies have been refined to ease the delivery of water and
make the most efficient use of water resources.
The process of supplying water to land is known as irrigation. There are a number of ways to provide
water to your garden including watering cans, hoses, sprinklers and drip irrigation. To demonstrate
irrigation techniques, experiment with different watering methods in your garden (if you do not have an
outdoor garden, you may experiment with other landscaped areas in your schoolyard).
Divide your garden (or landscaped area) into 4 sections (or conduct this experiment on 4 different days).
You will water one section with a watering can, another section with a garden hose, a third section with a
sprinkler and the fourth section with a soaker hose (a hose covered in small holes to provide slow dripping
water to the soil). Before watering, take a soil sample out of each plot, place it in a closed plastic
container and set it aside. Next spend 5 minutes watering with each section with the assigned watering
method (you may need to adjust this time depending on the size of your area). Take another soil sample
from the plot and compare it to the one you took before you watered. Answer the questions on the
Irrigation Demonstration Worksheet to help you compare the different methods. As a class, decide on the
most efficient irrigation method for you to use to water your garden.

GARDEN ACTIVITY #2: FARMING IN THE 20TH CENTURY
Farming changed dramatically in the 20th century. In 1900, 38% of working Americans were farmers, but
by 1970, less than 5% of Americans worked on farms. According to the Census in 2000, only 0.5% of
Americans are farmers (the 2002 Census of Agriculture reports a total of 3,115,172 principal farm
operators).
Did the demand for agricultural products decrease? No, in fact as our population grew, the demand for
products increased. The changes in the industry were due to technological advancements.
The agricultural advancements of the 20th century can be separated into three different categories:
mechanical, chemical, and biological. Below is a brief description of each type of advancement.
Mechanical Advancements: Mechanical advancements include the development of equipment that
enabled farmers to increase their production and decrease the manual labor needed to produce a harvest.
According to the USDA, it took 3 to 4 man-hours of labor per 1 acre of land to produce 20 bushels of
wheat in 1925, but by 1970 it only took 1½ man-hours of labor per 1 acre of land to produce 30 bushels
of wheat (less labor and more production per acre). Through power equipment like tractors, seeders, and
harvesters, farmers could expand their production and increase their efficiency. In order to be able to
afford this new equipment, farms grew in size (so they had more harvest to sell) and some small to
medium sized farms disappeared because they could not compete with the larger farms. In 1974, the
average value of farm equipment and machinery per farm was $22,303, but in 2002 that number rose to
$66,570.
In addition to the mechanical improvements on the farm, advancements off the farm also played a role in
changing the farming industry, especially in transportation. Air-conditioned trucks and trains allowed for
perishable harvests like fruits and vegetables to be transported further. Improved communication
methods (like fax machines and computers) and centralized processing centers, created larger networks
for selling and distributing the harvest.
Chemical Advancements: During the 1900’s the development of pesticides and chemical fertilizers
increased dramatically making a major impact on the agriculture industry. Pesticides include herbicides (to
kill weeds), insecticides (to kill insects), fungicides (to kill fungi) and rodenticides (to kill rodents). The
use of pesticides helped keep common insect and disease problems away from crops and increase
production. The use of chemical fertilizers provided a fast way to increase the nutrient content of soil and
also increased yields.
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The safety of using pesticides and fertilizers is a controversial topic. Some pesticides if used incorrectly
can cause cancer and other health problems in humans. Also pesticides are cited as leading to a
disruption in the balance of nature. Many pesticides kill beneficial insects along with the crop pests, which
can have a negative impact the overall environment. Also, over application of fertilizers has resulted in
high levels of nitrogen and phosphorus in our water ways, killing sensitive water-life populations. As with
many new technologies, proper use is critical and the full impact may not be fully understood when first
implemented.
Biological Advancements: The last category of advancements is biological. Scientists made great
strides in the 20th century to identify and create better varieties of plants. They developed varieties with
desirable traits like natural disease resistance, insect resistance, increased production, and better
adaptation to growing conditions (such as more drought resistant) through plant breeding (see Activity 3)
and genetic research (see Module 4). They also discovered ways to use biological relationships to benefit
agriculture. For instance in 1946, USDA scientists released 5,000 beetles as biological controls against
Klamath weed--the first successful attempt in the U.S. to control a weed with a plant-eating insect.
Like chemical advancements, biological advancements also encounter controversy and concerns about the
impact on the natural ecosystem. The debates will continue as the technology related to genetic
engineering grows.
Changing Farm Size: All of these changes translate into a growing trend of fewer, but larger farms. If
you look at the average farm size in 2002, 441 acres, compared to the average farm size in 1974, 440
acres, it would appear few changes had occurred. However when you compare the data on farms by size
between 1974 and 2002 the trends emerge:
Farm Size
1 to 9 acres
10 to 49 acres
50 to 179 acres
180 to 499 acres
500 to 999 acres
1,000 to 1,999 acres
2,000 acres or more

1974
128,254
379,543
827,884
616,098
207,297
92,712
62,225

2002
179,346
563,772
658,705
388,617
161,552
99,020
77,970

As you can see, farms 50 to 999 acres in size decreased significantly over this time period and farms
1,000 or more acres increased in number.
One misleading part of this chart is the fact that farms from 1 to 49 acres also increased in size, so it may
lead you to believe the number of small farmers is actually on the rise. However, even though there may
be some full time farmers producing specialty crops requiring 50 acres or less, most of the land owners
with 50 acres or less do not consider farming their main occupation. The 2002 Census of Agriculture
found that 63.1% of farm owners reported less than 25% of their income comes from their farm operation
and only 16.3% receive 75% or more of their income from their farm.
Another factor related to the small farm number rise is an increase in landowners who work in cities
during the week, but purchase pieces of country land for weekend getaways or for retirement homes. In
order to avoid costly residential taxes, most landowners find a way to classify their land as farm land
which is taxed at a lower rate. Their farms may provide additional income (however in most cases their
farming ventures cost more than their profits but are still economically beneficial due to the decrease in
taxes), but the bulk of their income is from other sources.
For additional farm statistics, check out the USDA’s Census of Agriculture available at:
http://www.nass.usda.gov/census/census02/volume1/us/index1.htm.
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Even though the number of farmers has decreased through the years, there are still many agriculture
related jobs available with increasing career opportunities. Module 4, Activity #2 will discuss Careers in
Agriculture in more depth.
Changes in Farm Labor: Another important change in farming in the 20th century is the increase in the
use of migrant labor. Although mechanical, chemical and biological advancements have decreased the
amount of labor needed to grow most crops, there are still many crops such as fruits and vegetables that
must be harvested and packaged by hand. Since the work is seasonal, it can not provide a steady income,
but instead requires workers that are willing to move as needed.
Migrant workers often begin the year in southern states and move north as the work becomes available.
Although looking for extra help during harvest has occurred throughout history, a notable serge in the use
of migrant labor in the U.S. occurred during World War II as the war decreased the number of potential
workers in rural areas. Being a migrant worker is hard way of life with frequent travel, back breaking
labor, low wages, and uncertain living conditions, but it continues to attract people as a way to earn
money for their families.
There are approximately 47,000 migrant workers in the state of New York each year with a presence in
almost every county. The majority of workers in New York are of Mexican origin, but there are also
workers from Jamaica, Haiti, Guatemala, Honduras, Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, and other states
within the United States. Migrant labor is used to harvest crops such as apples, grapes, onions, corn and
other fruits and vegetables. They also find work at plant nurseries and dairy farms.
For more information about migrant workers in New York and the United States, check out the Coming Up
on the Season Web site from Cornell University at http://www.farmworkers.cornell.edu/ which includes
Facts on Farmerworkers
(http://www.farmworkers.cornell.edu/pdf/facts_on_farmworkers.pdf) and Teacher Background
Information (http://www.farmworkers.cornell.edu/curriculum.htm). Additional resources include the The
Farm Workers Website at http://www.farmworkers.org and Rural Migration News at
http://migration.ucdavis.edu/rmn/index.php.
Use the Agricultural Advancements of the 20th Century Worksheet to assess your students’ understanding
of the different types of advancements. Discuss some of the pros and cons associated with technological
advancements as a class. Ask students to find a newspaper or magazine article on a related topic and
bring it in to class for discussion or ask them to prepare a written report about it.

GARDEN ACTIVITY #3: PLANT BREEDING
Plant breeding is a method of making new plants with specific traits by controlling seed production
through the selection of parents with those traits or who produce those traits when combined together. In
a sense, people have been breeding plants for thousands of years by saving seed from the best producing
plants in their gardens and fields to replant in future years, however, the process has been refined to a
more exact science during the last century. To discuss this topic with your students, you must first explain
seed production.
Seed Production: Seeds are produced by flowers. A flower contains male parts known as the stamen
and female parts known as the pistil. The stamens produce pollen which contains the male genetic
material and the pistil has an ovary with eggs containing the female genetic material. To produce seeds,
the pollen must move to the pistil a process known as pollination. In nature the pollen is moved to the
pistil by wind, water (bouncing to the pistil in rain droplets) and with the help insects like bees, butterflies
and flies who are also called pollinators. Pollinators collect pollen and nectar from flowers for food and as
they do this, pollen from the stamens sticks to their body and then it falls off on pistils as they move to
the next flower. Most of the time seeds are a product of pollen from one plant and the eggs of another so
they inherit traits from two parents.
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Just like people, since a seed has two parents it usually will not look exactly like either of its parents. It
will have similar traits, but it may favor the traits of one parent or the other or be a combination of the
two parents. This is why all plants in nature do not look exactly the same.
Plant Breeding: Plant breeders use this information to try and produce a plant possessing desirable plant
characteristics. For example, if it is desirable for a plant to be shorter, than they will plant numerous
seeds and then select the shortest plants. After identifying the shortest plants, they will cross pollinate
them, meaning they will control the environment so that the pollen from one short plant pollinates another
short plant. Next they collect the seeds from these controlled crosses and plant them and hopefully the
new plants will be similar to its parents and also be shorter. They then repeat this process many times
with the seeds collected.
Another common example is breeding plants to possess disease resistance. Just like people, some plants
are naturally resistant to certain diseases. So plant breeders will grow a plot of plants and then expose
them to the disease they are studying. They will take all the plants surviving the disease and cross
pollinate them and collect their seeds. They will then plant those new seeds and expose the new plants to
the disease to see if they inherited the diseases resistant trait of their parents. The repeat this process
numerous times with additional generations until they consistently get disease resistant seeds.
The process of selecting traits can be a very time consuming practice. Scientist must control pollination
and grow seeds to maturity for a number of generations until they produce seed that reliably possesses
the desired traits. For plants with an annual life cycle like corn, it takes at least 1 season to grow and
produce seeds (the life cycle of corn from seed to seed ranges from 21/2 to 3 months), so it may take less
than 10 years to see a change. For plants like fruit trees, it can take 5 to 7 years for the first generation to
become mature enough to produce seeds and so experiments must span many decades. Plant breeders
must collect detailed data, maintain proper plant care, and be patient for results.
This is a simplified definition of the plant breeding process. The study of genetic or inherited traits is quite
complex, but this should provide enough information for students to get a general idea of the process.
For more information, have students read the USDA Sci4Kids article on strawberry breeding available at
http://www.ars.usda.gov/is/kids/plants/story10/strwbrry.html
To demonstrate the importance of plant breeding research, introduce them to the “Green Revolution.”
“The Green Revolution:” The Green Revolution describes work conducted in the 1940’s through 1960’s
by the Cooperative Wheat Research and Production Program in Mexico to develop more efficient farming
practices and better varieties of crops to increase food production around the world. Dr. Norman Borlaug
directed this research and through plant breeding experiments (controlled pollination and selecting of
plants with desirable traits) conducted over a span of twenty years, he developed a variety of wheat that
was shorter, produced a higher yield and was more disease resistant than traditional varieties. The new
seed varieties were planted around the world to help increase food availability for an increasing world
population. In 1970, Dr. Borlaug received the Nobel Peace Prize for his work to decrease world hunger
through development of new plant varieties. He is credited with saving millions of lives by increasing food
production in Third World Countries.
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For more information on Dr. Borlaug, read his Nobel Prize Biography:
http://nobelprize.org/peace/laureates/1970/borlaug-bio.html.
Also check out the teaching curriculum from The Norman Borlaug Heritage Foundation at:
http://macserver.independence.k12.ia.us/~jlang/Education/BorlaugIntro.htm.
Although the time constraints of a school year make it difficult to try your hand at true plant breeding, you
do have time to demonstrate the fact that seeds do not produce plants that look exactly like their parents.
In the fall, collect seeds from annual plants around the school and take a digital photo of the plant while it
is still in bloom. Zinnias, marigolds, coleus and petunias planted in multi-colored beds work well because
they are easy to save and many times the seeds do not produce plants identical to the parent plant (many
of these plants are hybrids which are grown from seeds that are the product of a cross between two
different plants, but have not been bred to the point that the new traits stay true for their offspring check out this article from Brooklyn Botanic Garden for a full explanation of hybrids:
http://www.bbg.org/gar2/topics/kitchen/1999sp_heirlooms.html). Plant the seeds in your classroom and
grow them to maturity. Describe your new plants and group them into different categories. Compare your
new plants to the digital photos of their parent plant.
As an alternative, you may want to look into purchasing Wisconsin Fast Plants (available at:
http://www.fastplants.org) or the genetics of coleus kit from Carolina Biological Supply (available at:
https://www2.carolina.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?jdeAddressId=&catalogId=10101&
storeId=10151&productId=4408&langId=-1&parent_category_rn=1285|81|442). Both of these seeds
come with curriculum designed to introduce students to basic genetic principles.

ASSESSMENT ACTIVITY
Debate the pros and cons of the effects of technology and transportation’s impact on farming. Have
students create a list of topics relating to the developments in technology and transportation. Divide
students into four groups to represent the perspective of four different groups: farmers for technology,
farmers against technology, consumers for technology and consumers against technology.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
•

•
•
•
•

Investigate local century farms – prepare interview questions for the farmer to discover how
farming has changed throughout the family’s history or listen to a recording of oral histories
describing the agricultural developments on a family farm. Compile the information gathered and
create a table top exhibit or a photo essay illustrating the changes through time.
Review nineteenth-century cookbooks, diary accounts, and marketing advertisements for
evidence of technological developments in farming and food production.
Create an idea for a new tool or present a new technique that will help accomplish a farm chore
more efficiently.
Recreate historical agricultural celebrations.
Ask a local Irrigation Specialists to visit with your class about different types of irrigation systems
emphasizing the differences in water use and efficiency.
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ARTICLE
Excerpt from: Dairy Farming: A Growing Industry - A Learning Experience Using Document-Based
Questions
Written by: Nancy Abdo and Nancy Murinka, A. A. Gates Elementary School, Port Byron, NY, July 2000
with assistance from: David Lewis and Stacy Ward, Manager State Wide Programs New York State
Historical Association and Patrick Peterson, Director Holland Patent Teaching and Learning Center
HISTORICAL CONTEXT
Early nineteenth-century farmers raised cows to produce milk for their families to drink. Farm families
turned extra milk into cheese and butter because it could not be kept without spoiling. Farmers sold their
extra cheese and butter to their neighbors or brought it to the local general store to sell or trade.
New technology made it possible to make greater amounts of cheese and butter. Soon cheese and butter
were being made at factories called creameries. Now farmers could sell these products to people all over
New York State.
TASK
Using information from the documents, answer the questions that follow each document
Making Butter

They made the cheese and butter by hand, which took a long time and a lot of hard work. Farmers set the
milk out in pans to separate the cream from the milk. The cool, thick cream would rise to the top of the
pan. The farmer’s wife would skim the cream off the top of the pans. This cream was then used to make
butter.
The farmer’s wife would church the butter by hand. It took hard work and long hours to make enough
butter for the farm.
Source: Benjamin Butterworth, The Growth of Industrial Art, Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1892, 33-34.
1. Why was the milk set out in pans?
__________________________________________________________________________________
2. Why do you think that it took so long to make butter?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Sears Roebuck Catalog, 1917

Cream separators were used to separate the cream from the rest of the milk. It was much faster to use
than the pan method.
Source: “Economy King Cream Separators,” Sears Roebuck Catalog, 1917. New York State Historical
Association, Special Collections, Cooperstown, NY.
1. What is being advertised?
_________________________________________________________________________________
2. What does this invention do?
_________________________________________________________________________________
3. What does the ad claim that the “Economy King” will do to help the farmer?
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Broadside Poster

Source: “The American Cow Milker,” Broadsides File: Agriculture. Research Library of the New York State
Historical Association, Special Collections, Cooperstown, NY.
1. How can the “American Cow Milker” help the dairy farmer?
_________________________________________________________________________________
2. Why do you think this was a “most important and valuable invention?”
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Trade Catalog, Hinman Milking Machine Co. circa 1918

Source: “Woman Operating Three Hinman Units.” Hinman Milking Machine Co. Trade Catalog. Oneida, NY:
Hinman Milking Machine Co., circa 1918.
1. How many hand milkers can one Hinman milker displace (take the place of)?
_________________________________________________________________________________
2. Can you tell why this would be a help to a dairy farmer?
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Trade Catalog, Hinman Milking Machine Co. circa 1918

Source: Taggart, Thomas, to J. P. Meyers, 1917. Hinman Milking Machine Co. Trade Catalog. Oneida, NY:
Hinman Milking Machine Co., circa 1918.
1. What did Mr. Taggart think of the milking machine?
_________________________________________________________________________________
2. Do you think that he will buy another one? How do you know?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Harper’s New Monthly Magazine

Source: Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, No. CCCVI, November, 1875, Vol. LI.
1. How did the creamery get the milk from the farmers?
_________________________________________________________________________________
2. Why do you think it was important for a farmer to live near a creamery?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Map of the town of Sempronius, Cayuga County, NY

Source: Cayuga County, Town of Sempronius. New Century Atlas, 1904.
1. Locate the creamery z in the town of Sempronius.
2. Highlight the dairy farms (also called homesteads) on the map. List five of the dairy farms found on the
map.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
3. Why do you think there were so many farms near the creamery?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Using the before and after T-Chart, find specific examples to show early nineteenth-century dairy farming
and late nineteenth-century dairy farming
T Chart: Dairy Farming
Early Nineteenth-Century Dairy
Late Nineteenth-Century Dairy
Farming
Farming
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Agricultural implements worksheet
Fill in the table with an example of a hand-operated tool, an animal-powered tool and a steam or gasolinepowered machine from the Primary Sources database at www.harvestofhistory.org.
Cultivating &
Planting

Cultivating

Harvesting

Hand-Operated

AnimalPowered

Steam /
GasolinePowered

Using the pictures from the Primary Sources database, create a visual timeline that traces the
technological changes of a type of farming equipment.
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Seasonality worksheet
1. According to your grocery store flyer, which fruits or vegetables are on sale in the produce
department this week?

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
2. Does the flyer indicate where the fruits and vegetables are from?
____________________________________________________________________________
What is advertised as grown locally or in NY?
____________________________________________________________________________
Where do the other items come from?
____________________________________________________________________________
3. Is the Pride of New York logo printed in the flyer?
____________________________________________________________________________
4. Look at the Seasonality of Fruits and Vegetable charts, are the sale items being harvested in
New York at this time of year?
____________________________________________________________________________
Are they available from storage?
____________________________________________________________________________
5. Where does the “out of season” produce come from?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Soil Preparation Comparison Chart
Tiller

Traditional Tools

Estimated cost of
equipment:
Size of area prepared:

Time required to prepare
soil:

Ease of use:
(Rate on a scale of 1 to 10
with 1 representing very
easy and 10 being very
hard)

Appearance and texture of
soil after cultivation:

Personal Observations:
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Irrigation Demonstration worksheet
Watering Can

Water Hose

Sprinkler

Soaker Hose

What is the
approximate
cost of this
tool?
In the 5
minute time
frame, did all
of your plants
receive water?
Did all of the
water make it
to the soil?
Did you see a
difference in
the before and
after soil
sample?

Did this
system seem
efficient? Why
or why not?

What are the
benefits or
pros of this
system?

What are some
of the
drawbacks or
cons of this
system?
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Agricultural Advancements of the 20th Century
U.S. Department of Agriculture and Agricultural Research Service
Source: ARS TimeLine: http://www.ars.usda.gov/is/timeline/index.htm
Decide whether the following advancements are mechanical, chemical, or biological and circle your answer
below each statement.
1906 - First caterpillar tractor powered by gasoline engine produced by Holt Company.
Mechanical
Chemical
Biological
1925 - Clarence Birdseye discovered a way to preserve food through quick-freezing and frozen-food
techniques.
Mechanical
Chemical
Biological
1941- International Harvester Company perfected a machine to pick cotton.
Mechanical
Chemical
Biological
1942 - A new herbicide was developed named 2,4-D providing efficient weed control
Mechanical
Chemical
Biological
1946 – Scientists released 5,000 beetles as biological controls against Klamath weed; the first successful
attempt in the U.S. to control a weed with a plant-eating insect.
Mechanical
Chemical
Biological
1946- A new variety of wheat was released that was resistant to the leaf rust disease.
Mechanical
Chemical
Biological
1947 - Organophosphate pesticides were developed and used on common NY food crops like corn, apples,
wheat, oats and potatoes. This group of pesticides attacks the nervous system of insects and can be
dangerous to humans.
Mechanical
Chemical
Biological
1952 - A new overhead sprinkler system was invented to help water large fields.
Mechanical
Chemical
Biological
1952 – Scientists determined the best temperature to keep tomatoes so they will last longer and ripen
better and then figured out a way to provide this temperature during transportation between the farmer’s
field and the grocery stores.
Mechanical
Chemical
Biological

1961- Dr. Borlaug developed a short wheat plant with high production that helped feed millions of people.
Mechanical

Chemical

Biological
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Wagon transport

In the early nineteenth century, turnpikes or toll roads crossed New York. These roads were much
different than modern paved highways, they were little more than dirt roads. These roads gave
farmers a route to bring their goods to market but they were charged a toll to travel on the road.
Note: The term neat cattle refers to cows, bulls, and oxen.
1. In 1866, what was the cost to cross the bridge with a vehicle drawn by Two Animals? According
to the table, how much would it cost to cross with a vehicle drawn by Four Animals?
____________________________________________________________________________
2. How much was it to cross with a Cow, or other Neat Cattle?
____________________________________________________________________________
3. How much was it to cross with a Sheep, Hog, or Calf? How much was this in comparison to a
Cow or Neat Cattle?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Canal transport
1. What was the cost to
transport agricultural
implements, going from tidewater on the canal?
_______________________
_______________________
2. What do you think the phrase
“going from tide-water”
means?
_______________________
_______________________
3. What was the cost to ship
Coffee? Do you think that
they were shipping coffee to
or from the east?
_______________________
_______________________
4. According to the document,
how was Beef preserved
before shipping?
_______________________
_______________________
5. What was the cost to ship
Wheat? What was the cost for
Flour?
_______________________
_______________________
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Railroad transport

Freight voucher for DJ Hartford & Sons
1. What is being shipped?
____________________________________________________________________________
2. How much did it weigh?
____________________________________________________________________________
3. What was the rate (or cost) per pound for the shipment?
____________________________________________________________________________
4. What was the cost to Mr. Hartford for his shipment?
____________________________________________________________________________

1. What does this ad promise?
____________________________________________________________________________
2. How many miles are saved by not going through Chicago?
____________________________________________________________________________
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